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The customization programme for Ferrari F12 Berlinetta
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La Revoluzione
the new generation
of super sports car

The epitome of the automotive style is for many the Ferrari F12berlinetta. Kourosh Mansory accepts the model as a basis for his work - and nothing more. The head of the exclusive refiners named after him has taken the Gran Turismo as the basis for his completely individually-developed Über-sports car, that can only bear one name: La Revoluzione. There is no doubt about the revolutionary effect of this project; Ferrari is as synonymous with sports cars as no other make, both on and off the track. Now MANSORY has toppled the Italian from its throne and torn up the existing conditions rulebook. The manufacturer was not content with a patchwork approach, they didn’t even try to optimize the aerodynamics of the F12, but completely stripped down the car and developed a completely new skin.
Only carbon fibre from their own autoclaves met MANSORY’s requirements
The choice of the material should not come as a surprise to anyone: carbon fibre combines strength and lowest mass like no other material. MANSORY recognised this much earlier than many others on the market and over the years has developed an outstanding expertise. In in-house autoclaves MANSORY does not entrust development nor production to a supplier. Only the company’s own engineers have the highest levels of know how that Kourosh Mansory calls for.

So this is how a vehicle shell emerged that is not equalled by any other super sports car. The self-confidently designed front with the inverse formula one nose, the wide variety of inlets and outlets of the air guidance system for engine supply and cooling of the braking system and the striking rear end with the double-walled exhaust tailpipes on both sides are just some aspects of a consistently exciting bodywork design.
The Individual Interior Programme for Your Ferrari F12 Berlinetta

Interior

Even the interior has been completely re-developed by MANSORY. The interior is equal in every way to the transformation of the outer skin and the vehicle as a whole. Once again, carbon fibre is the material of choice, but it is precisely designed to transform the interior into reality in accordance with the company boss’s vision. In addition, there is also the extravagant use of finest cowhide leather and Alcantara. Of course the colour scheme exactly matches the vehicle shell and is kept uncompromising in the colour of the revolution: red.
THE WHEELS PROGRAMME FOR YOUR FERRARI F12 BERLINETTA

Fully forged & Alloy Wheels

MANSORY also developed the wheels specifically for this vehicle. With five triple spokes the rims with its open design grants a view of the perforated brake discs with 398 mm diameter on the front and 360 millimetres on the rear axle. The contact with the road is taken over by Pirelli Ultra High Performance tyres, which on the 9x21 inch front wheels have size 255/30 tyres and on the drive axle reside on 12x22 inches wheels with size 335/25 tyres.
High Performance

No surprise then that MANSORY also sets new standards with the performance figures of the twelve-cylinder engine. The engineering department has therefore developed new software for the central control unit, installed a new larger turbocharger and designed the whole exhaust system for minimal back pressure. The bi-turbo engine now reaches a peak of an incredible 1200 hp (882 kW) and a maximum torque of 890 newton metres. In the record time of only 2.9 seconds La Revoluzione rockets from a standstill to 100 km/h. Anyone who is brave enough to keep the accelerator pressed down reaches the maximum speed of 370 km/h.
THE LIMITED CARBONADO PROGRAMME FOR YOUR FERRARI F12 BERLINETTA

Limited edition MANSORY La Revoluzione

Exterior with new designed coachbuild:

- New Carbon Front bumper with front lip and specially new designed daytime lights
- New Carbon Rear bumper with diffuser and exhausts blinds
- Custom shaped rear side airwings made of carbon
- Aerodynamic rear wing made of carbon
- Carbon roof cover
- Carbon roof hood
- New styled rear bonnet in carbon
- Light-weight mirrors
- Body lined side skirts
- Weight reduced doors
- New Carbon widebody front fenders with air outtakes
- New Rear Carbon widebody Fenders
- Engine bonnet with new designed aerodynamic styling made of carbon with Performance intake and outtakes.
- Carbon engine covers
- Fully forged wheels with carbon inlays

Completely individual refinement of following interior parts:

- Dashboard
- Speedometer part
- Middle console
- Door handles
- Door panels
- Display frame
- Buttons- Carbon cover for seats
- Customized steering wheel with carbon shift paddles
- Aluminum race pedals
- Illuminated sill plates with La Revoluzione logo
- Specially stitched seats with carbon covers on the back
In spite of this complete revamp, the Ferrari can still be glimpsed under the carbon mantle of La Revoluzione. This demonstrates the experience and with what skill MANSORY understands how to take the characteristic lines of the F12 and, at the same time to unveil a completely self-contained form language.

Why is this dream car not a Ferrari, but rather a MANSORY? The answer is clear: this courage is not displayed by a conventional car manufacturer with group affiliation. This requires the boldness and the reputation of someone such as Kourosh Mansory, who has built up a unique reputation through years of dedication and attention to detail - this is his jewel in the crown.
THE LIMITED CARBONADO PROGRAMME FOR YOUR FERRARI F12 BERLINETTA